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By A Saleh 

KUWAIT: In view of the beginning of the
annual camping season, MP Abdulrahman
Al-Jeeran yesterday proposed building
comprehensive security, firefighting and

ambulance centers in camping areas and
along highways. 

In his proposal, Jeeran urged the interior
minister to build security checkpoints
along northern, west and southern bor-
ders. 

Marriage course
Rapporteur of the parliamentary

women affairs committee, MP Mohammed
Tana Al-Enezi said that the committee
agreed to a proposal that calls for conduct-
ing pre-marriage medical tests. He also
suggested mandating couples-to-be to
undergo a two-week training course to be
organized by the family affairs experts at
the justice ministry in order to eventually
avoid and avert the increasing divorce
rates. 

Health committee
The parliamentary health affairs com-

mittee set its priorities, listing 16 proposals
to be made on its next meeting including
imposing health insurance on citizens,
developing health services and building a
medical city.  
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By Meshaal Al-Enezi 

KUWAIT: Secretary general of Kuwait Environment
Protection Society (KEPS) Wejdan Al-Oqab stressed
that the black slick spotted Sunday afternoon off
Al-Shaab coast consists of dark red poisonous sea-
weeds that are very harmful for marine species.
She added that fish feeding on those weeds would
be dangerous for human consumption because
they would become highly toxic. She added that
such seaweeds form naturally in case they find
enough adequate nutrition. The Environment
Public Authority had confirmed that the slick was
created by a stretch of red tide.

No heavy rain
Meteorological expert Essa Ramadan strongly

denied social media stories about heavy rain and
floods in Kuwait which were rumored to happen
within the coming few days. He indicated that
today’s weather would be cloudy to partly
cloudy with light to moderate south easterly
changing to north westerly winds, with speed of
15 - 40 km/h, and with a chance for scattered
rain. Ramadan strongly denied the possibility of
having floods like those in Jordan because
Jordanian terrain was different and Kuwait’s
infrastructure was more efficient. Further,
Ramadan stressed that winter had not yet start-

ed in Kuwait and that temperatures would rise
again to 30 degrees next week, adding that win-
ter would start by December. 

Khairan murder
The criminal court yesterday sentenced four

suspects to 10 years in jail with hard labor and
two others to five years with hard labor over a
murder case that happened at the Khairan
resort. The six suspects were arrested hours after
the murder, and the first one was charged with
first degree murder, four were charged with
assault and the sixth was charged as the owner
of the crime scene. 

Shaab’s red tide ‘toxic’

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: A citizen in Bayan told police that
an unknown person stole his ATM card and
withdrew KD 1,400 from his bank account
in three separate transactions. He said that
he wrote the pin code at the bottom of the
card, allowing the thief to have access to
his account. Police are investigating.

Stabbing
A 22-year-old citizen was stabbed in the

shoulder, and police arrested the attacked.
A case was filed to investigate the circum-
stances behind the incident.

Wafra campaigns
Ahmadi’s traffic department officers car-

ried out a crackdown in Wafra in coordina-
tion with Kuwait Municipality against violat-
ing groceries in the area. Another crackdown

was carried out against trucks on Wafra road
near Sabah Al-Ahmad area, during which
280 traffic citations were issued for driving in
the wrong way and recklessness.

Residency duration
The Interior Ministry’s Relations and

Security Information Department remind-
ed that the date to implement the new law
of linking the residency duration of expa-
triates with the validity of their passports
starts at the beginning of 2016. The
department said this action comes as part
of efforts to regulate work, adding that it is
in the interest of citizens and expats. The
department also stated that the period
given before its implementation is enough
for any person to find out the expiry date
of his passport before going to the resi-
dency affairs department for the new resi-
dency permit.

KD 1,400 withdrawn 

through stolen ATM card

KUWAIT: Settled and migratory seabirds such as gulls and herons find sanctuary at secluded shallow spots along Kuwait Bay’s
Shuwaikh beach where they fish in the serene waters free from people’s eyes. —KUNA

KUWAIT: A US Army drone airplane has
crashed in the desert of Mutlaa, north-
ern Kuwait, but no-one was hurt, the
Ministr y of Defense said Sunday. A
statement by the Ministr y ’s Moral

Guidance and Public Relations
Department did not specify how the
plane crashed, or whether it was con-
ducting a military mission or in a simple
training exercise.  —KUNA

US Army drone crashes
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KUWAIT: Officials from different
authorities have confirmed that the
Mutlaa City was free from radiation
thus suitable for housing purposes.
Nasser Khuraibet, Director of Planning
at the Public Authority for Housing
Welfare (PAHW), said many studies con-
ducted by the Environment Public
Authority (EPA), the Ministry of Defense
and some of the companies affiliated to
the US Army proved that Mutlaa was
free from any kind of radiation.

The PAHW was working on building
the Mutlaa City, which began following
approval of EPA, said Khuraibet at a
seminar organized by the Environment
Committee of Kuwait Society of
Engineers. Khuraibet, citing some of the
reports, said the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) issued reports in
2002 and 2008 that concluded Kuwait,
Mutlaa in particular, were free from radi-

ation. A report by the US army in 2013
reached the same conclusion.

Dr Ali Khuraibet, General Manager
of ECO Environmental Consultants,
said it was normal to have certain lev-
els of radiation in any country but
these levels should be within interna-
tional limits. He said his laboratory
took samples from different areas in
Kuwait and all showed that level of
radiation was within the limits. He said
the results of the scientific reports
should be shared with the public to
assure them about the safety of their
environment.

Dr Mufarreh Al-Reshidi, a researcher
at Kuwait Institute for Scientific
Research (KISR), said the new environ-
ment law imposed a penalty on any
researcher who hid information
regarding harmful environmental
issues. —KUNA

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: Deputy Director for prevention
sector at Kuwait Fire Services Directorate
KFSD Major General Khalid Al-Mikrad told
KFSD inspectors not be lenient when it

comes to enforcing the law, and asked
them to use all their authorities in case of
violations to safeguard people’s lives. That
came during a campaign launched by KFSD
to get rid of all violations related to fire pre-
vention.

Mikrad meets KFSD inspectors
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KUWAIT: The Ministry of Interior warned Sunday
that it rejects illegal interferences or nepotism, and
that it would always execute the law. The ministry

was reacting to claims by social media network
that the ministry released a Syrian citizen who was
recently arrested for wearing a police uniform and

acting as one. The ministry said the release was
upon a decision by the judicial authorities awaiting
a final verdict against the Syrian. —KUNA

Interior protects, enforces law


